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Abstract
The question why it is necessary to build the mechanics of the structured particles, which are the
systems of potentially interacting of the material points, basing on the laws of Newtonian mechanics is discussed. We will show how to do it without the restrictive hypotheses and assumptions
used in the classical mechanics for construction of the Hamiltonian formalism of the systems. We
will show also how concept of entropy appears in the mechanics. Some of important problems in
physics, the solution of which can help the mechanics of structured particles, are submitted.
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1. Introduction
In the nature, all processes are irreversible and dissipative. However, in accordance to the formalism of classical
mechanics, the dynamics of systems are reversible. It is subject of the one of the key problems of the physics
[1]-[3]. No attempts to find an explanation for this contradiction beginning from the Boltzmann and until recent
years have yielded the desired results [2]-[5]. In addition, because the classical mechanics, anyway, forms the
foundation for all branches of physics, this problem leads to limitations of physics in general, including thermodynamics, statistical physics, quantum mechanics, and others. For example, this problem creates an insurmountable obstacle to the substantiation of thermodynamics and statistical physics. Great difficulties arise in justification
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of hydrodynamics, in particular, empirical Navier-Stokes equations, in solving the many-body problem [6] [7].
Schrödinger equation, which is the basis of quantum mechanics, is obtained based on the Hamilton’s equation. It
also led to problems of quantum mechanics [8]. The list of such examples is very long.
The conventional explanation of the mechanism of irreversibility is based on the property of exponential instability of Hamiltonian systems and the hypothesis of the fluctuations existence [2]. Essence of the explanation
is as follows. According to Poincare theorem on reversibility of Hamiltonian systems, a system in the phase
space will approach infinitely close to its starting point in a finite (although it might be very large) period of
time [2] [5]. However, if averaged over an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the phase space in which the system is, due to the exponential instability it will not return to its original state. Such averaging is equivalent to
existence of the arbitrarily small fluctuations in the system. Therefore, if to accept the hypothesis of the existence of fluctuations in natural systems, we come to the explanation of irreversibility in Hamiltonian systems.
However, hypothesis about fluctuations is alien to the classical mechanics. Moreover, such explanation means
the existence of the finite horizon of the deterministic description of the world.
Analyzing of a large number of attempts to find an explanation of the thermodynamics’ second law in the
frames of the classical mechanics formalisms led to the idea that this explanation can be not exist [3]. This could
mean either that in classical mechanics, in principle, its explanation are absent, or for this explanation, the expansion of the classical mechanics formalisms by removing any restrictions under which formalisms was constructed, required. Nevertheless, it turned out that if to expand the classical mechanics formalisms’ then within
the Newton’s laws the explanation of deterministic irreversibility exists [9]-[12].
To come to deterministic irreversibility explanation, it is necessary to take into account that all natural bodies
are systems and have the internal energy. Only thanks to their internal energy and possibilities of its changes in
the interactions, the irreversibility exists. Therefore, the dissipative mechanics should construct based upon the
motion equations of the structured particles (SP), but not on the base of the material points (MP) or any other
nonstructural elements. Only condition about structured bodies is insufficient to describe the irreversible dynamics. Besides, the hypothesis of holonomic constraints, which is used for obtaining of the canonical of Lagrange’s equation [1], should be excluded from the process of deriving the systems’ motion equation.
The main aim of this work is to show how to construct the SP mechanics. It will be explained how the SP
mechanics can be built within the laws of classical mechanics based on the expression for the energy, how the time
symmetry breaking is appearing in the mechanics of SP, and how the concept of entropy into the frame of classical mechanics can be introduced. We will also consider as in the approach of the local equilibrium, the mechanics of nonequilibrium systems (NS) can be constructed. Difference of SP mechanics from the mechanics of
MT will be discussed also. Why the system may arise only from those elements that have a structure, will be shown.

2. The SP Dynamics
According to the molecular-kinetic theory, all bodies are NS [6] [7]. In the approach of the local equilibrium, the
NS can be submitted, as a set of equilibrium subsystems, which in the motions relative to each other. Each of
equilibrium subsystems consists from a large number of potentially interacting MP [6] [7]. Therefore, to find the
NS motion equation it is necessary previously to obtain the equilibrium subsystems motion equation. We will
call this equilibrium subsystem as SP.
Because the SP have a structure, the work of external forces will spent as on their motion and on the change
of the internal energy. The SP motion energy determined by the velocity of the CM and mass, while the internal
energy determined by the motion of the MP relative to the CM. Hence, the right-hand side of the SP motion equation, in contrast to the MP motion equations, will contain two terms, which determine the change of the motion energy and the internal energy. Therefore, SP acceleration uniquely determined by the work of external
forces, in contrast to the acceleration MP. It is one of the important differences between SP and MP dynamics.
For to take into account that the work of external forces spent as on the SP motion and on the change of its
internal energy, the SP motion equation should be obtained from the SP energy. The energy of SP is equal to the
sum of energy of its motion in a field of external forces and internal energy. The kinetic energy of SP determined by the sum of velocities of all MP. This is a velocity of the CM. The potential component of the SP motion energy is a sum of the external forces acting on all MP. The SP internal energy is the sum of MP kinetic
energy motion of relative to the CM and their energy of interaction. Therefore, the total work performed by the
field of external forces is greater or equal to the work that goes only for the motion of SP. Indeed, the change of
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the SP velocity is due to the amount of the forces applied to each MP. But this sum is less than the sum of absolute external forces applied to the MP as it follows from the next inequality:
Fi ≤ ∑ i 1 Fi . Equality holds
∑i 1=
=
N

N

when all MP move with equal speed for example in case when the SP is solid body.

2.1. The Derivation of the SP Motion Equation
Let us show, how to obtain the SP motion equation. According to Newton’s second law, the SP acceleration is
proportional to the sum of potential forces acting on the all MP. Point of application of force is the CM of SP.
These forces provide the change of the SP motion energy. From the law of conservation of momentum, it follows that the sum of the interaction forces MP is equal to zero. Therefore, the motion of MP relative to the CM,
defining the internal energy, does not contribute to the motion of SP. I.e. the work of the forces, which change
the internal energy, not connected with the work, which change of the kinetic energy of the SP. These forces
cannot be expressed from the gradient of a scalar function [9]. However, they can be defined in terms of the
change in internal energy of SP. To determine these non-potential forces, the energy of SP should be written as
the sum of kinetic energy of the SP and internal energy. This can be done in independent macro-variables, which
determine the energy motion CM of SP, and micro-variables determining the energy of the MP motion relative
to the CM. In these variables, the total energy of the system is equal to [9]:

EN =TNtr + ENins + U env ,

(1)

where TNtr = M NVN2 2 ; M N = mN ; m is a mass of MP which we take equal to the unite; N is a number of
MP in SP; RN =

(∑ r )
N
i =1 i

N , VN =

(∑ v )
N
i =1 i

N are coordinates and velocities of the CM of SP; =
ri RN + ri ,

v=
VN + vi are coordinates and velocities of the of MP in the laboratory system of the coordinates; vi , ri , are
i
ins
TNins + U N is internal energy; TNins =
coordinates and velocities of the i -й MP relative to the CM of SP; E=
N
N
N −1
N
∑ i =1 mvi2 2 is a kinetics part of internal energy of SP; U N ( rij ) = ∑ i = 1 ∑ j = i +1U ij ( rij ) is a potential part of internal energy of SP, rij= ri − rj is a distance between i and j MP.
According to (1), the energy conservation law for the system is that the energy of the system changed so that
the sum of the kinetic energy of motion of the SP, the internal energy and the energy of the external field is constant. Equation (1) follows from the fact that the forces between the MP are not dependent on external forces.
Therefore, the internal energy, which is determined by the motion of MP in relative to the CM, independent
from the SP motion energy. Differentiating (1) with respect to time we find the equation for the change of energy [10]:
V M V + E ins = −V F env − Φ env ,
(2)
N

N

N

N

N

∑ i =1 vi ( mvi + F ( ri )i ) is s change of the internal energy;
N
N
∂U env ∂ri .
F env = ∑ i =1 Fi env ( RN , ri ) ; Φ env =
∑ i =1 vi Fi env ( RN , ri ) ; Fi env =

where
E
=

N

ins
N

F ( ri )i is a force acting on i -th MP;

The first term in the right hand side of Equation (2) determines the change in kinetic energy of the SP, the
second term is the change of the internal energy of SP. i.e. forces to implement the changes of a some type of
energy is determined from the changes of this type of energy.
Let us we have inequality: R  ri . Then the force F env can be expanded in the small parameter. Leaving in
the expansion terms of zero and first order we can write: Fi env ≈ Fi env R + ( ri ⋅∇ ) Fi env . Taking into account that
R

=
v ∑
r
∑=
N

N

i
=i 1 =
i 1 i

0,

F
∑ i ==
1
N

env
i0

NF
= F
env
i0

env
0

, we will obtain [9] [10]:

VN ( M NVN ) + E Nins ≈ −VN F0env − ∑ i =1 ( ri ⋅∇ ) Fi env vi .
N

R

(3)

The second term in (3), which determines the change in internal energy, is a non-linear. It depends on the micro and macro variables and proportional to the difference of the forces acting on different MP. From (3) we can
find the motion equation for SP. It has a form [10]:

M NVN =
− F env − α NVN ,
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(

)

where α N =Φ env + E Nins VN2 is a coefficient determining the efficiency of transformation of the energy of motion into the internal energy. The first term in (4) is a potential force that changes the kinetic energy of the SP.
The second term measures the change in internal energy of SP. Since SP is in equilibrium, its dynamics will determined by the internal energy, and should not depend on the random motion of individual MP [7]. The first
term in (4) is a potent force that changes the kinetic energy of the SP. The second term measures the change in
internal energy of SP. Since SP is in equilibrium, its dynamics will be determined by the internal energy, and
should not depend on the random motion of individual MP [7].
Let us compare the mechanics of MP and mechanics of SP. If for MP the work of external forces is goes only
on acceleration, then for SP the work of external forces is goes as on its acceleration, as on the change of the internal energy. The change of the total energy of SP, unlike MP, is ambiguously determined by the position of
CM of SP in space. Moreover, the energy of motion of SP varies by the sum of forces acting on all of her MP,
but the change of internal energy going due to the difference of these forces. By the law of conservation of momentum, the internal energy cannot transform into the energy of motion. This means irreversible dynamics SP.
If we neglect the change in internal energy, Equation (4) becomes reversible equation of Newton. i.e. irreversibility of motion SP associated with the “inclusion” of internal degrees of freedom of the system, which determine the internal energy.
The formalism of Hamiltonian of classical mechanics for MP systems created on the base of the Newton and
d’Alembert equations with postulate of the potentiality of all forces and hypocrisies about holonomic constraints
[1]. However, according to (4) the condition of potentiality all forces is eliminates the work of the force changing the internal energy of the system of MP. This postulate is equivalent to taking into account only those parts
of the forces that change the energy of motion of the body. We also shown that hypothesis about holonomic
constraints excludes of the nonlinear terms of the systems’ motion equations, which determine the change of the
internal energy [13]. Therefore, it is impossible describe the processes of dissipation in nonequilibrium systems
using this formalism because the dissipation is impossible without the change of the internal energy SP. However, if the formalism to construct basing on the Equation (4) for SP, we obtain the generalized equation Hamilton
and Liouville [11]. These equations in the right-hand side will be containing the terms, which determine the
transformation of the kinetic energy of the SP into internal energy. Therefore, they are suitable for the description of dissipative systems.

2.2. The NS Mechanics and Entropy
Let us consider how we can generalize the mechanics SP on the mechanics NS. As in the case of SP, for NS the
work of the external forces goes on NS motion and change of its internal energy. NS energy is the sum of the
energies of all SP. Energy SP consists of NS energy of motion in the external field of forces and the energy of
SP interaction with each other’s.
Let us NS consists from N MP. All MP redistributes between K SP. i.e. p = 1, 2,3 K , where p is a
number of SP. Each p -s SP is consists from Lp number of MP, i.e. l = 1, 2,3 Lp ; R0 is a coordinates of
CM for NS; Rp is coordinates of CM for p -SP relative to the CM of NS; RPL is a coordinates of l -MP
relative CM of p -SP.
The velocity of i -MP can be represented from the velocity CM of NS and velocities of SP by the next way:

vi = VN + V p + v pl , where VN =

(∑ v )
N
i =1 i

N is a velocity of the CM of NS, V p =

(∑ v )
Lp
l =1 l

L p is a velocity of

the CM of SP relative CM of NS, v pl is a velocity of the l -MP relative CM of p -SP. Scheme of this NS is
shown in Figure 1.
In these variables NS energy can be written as:

{

}

+ U Nenv .
E = M NVN2 2 +=
U
∑ p 1 M pVp2 2 +=
∑ p 1=
∑ l 1 mv 2pl 2 +=
∑ P 1U P + =
∑P 1∑
=
P 1 PI , PJ
K

K

Lp

K −1

K

I

K

J

(5)

Here M N is a sum of mass for all MP; M P is a sum of mass for all MP from p -SP;
Lp −1
Lp
U P = ∑ ip= 1 ∑ jp= ip +1U ip , jp ( rip , jp ) is a potential energy p -SP, which determined by interaction all its MP, rip , jp

(

is a distance between ip and jp MP; U PI , PJ ==
∑l PJ 1=
∑ l Pj 1U lPI ,lPJ rlPi ,lPj
L

PI

−1

L

Pj

)

is a potential energy for interaction

between PI and PJ SP, I ≠ J , indexes lPI and lPJ refers to the interaction of different MP and SP;
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Figure 1. Scheme NS, presented as a set of SP.

U Nenv = ∑ p =1U penv is a sum of the potential energies of all SP in the field of external forces.
K

The first term in (6) is the kinetic energy of the system as a whole. The second term is the sum of the kinetic
energy motion of all SP in relative to each other. The third term defines the kinetic component of the internal
energy of each SP. The fourth member is the sum of the internal potential energy of all SP. It is determined by
summing the indices corresponding for SP. The fifth term is the potential energy due to interaction of SP.
We see that the existence inhomogeneous internal structure in NS leads to a new level of de-composition
energy caused by this structure. The internal energy of the NS divided into two types: the energy of motion and
internal energy of the SP. The energy of the external field goes on the change of the kinetic energy of the NS, on
the change of the motion and internal energy of the SP. The last two types of energy are the internal energy of
NS. i.e. a hierarchy of energy NS, is determined by a set of SP. The hierarchy of entropy is also having a place.
Entropy connected with the energy of the relative motions SP and with their internal energies. Obviously, as in
the case of SP, NS equation of motion can be obtained from Equation (6). However in accordance with the new
types of energy the hierarchy of variables and the hierarchy of forces will appeared.
The irreversibility of the transformation of the energy of motion into internal energy of SP allows to use the
concept of entropy in the mechanics of SP. The entropy is defines as a value that specifies an increase in the internal energy of SP. i.e. entropy is proportional to those part of the kinetic energy of the SP, which transformed
into internal energy of SP. Increase of entropy is given by the formula [12]:

{

}

R
N
S=
N L ∑ k L1  ∫ ∑ s FksL vk dt EL 
∆=
∑ L 1=



(6)

Here EL is internal energy of L-SP; s is a number of the external elements for L -SP, which interacts with
elements k belonging to another SP; FksL is a force, acted on k element from the side of s particle from another SP; vk is a velocity of the k element. N L is a number particles into L-SP; L = 1, 2,3 R is a number of
SP into NS.
The Equation (5) can viewed as an entropy definition in the classical mechanics. This definition of the entropy corresponds to Clausius one [6] [14]. The only difference is that classical entropy follows from analytical expression for the change of an internal energy obtained by us based on Newton’s laws. Thus, the internal energy
is the energy of the chaos.
Thus, in a non-uniform external field of forces irreversible transformation of the energy of motion SP into its
internal energy realized. This transformation is due to a non-linear relationship of two independent groups of
macro and micros variables. System comes to equilibrium when the energy of the relative motion SP goes into
their internal energy. Rate of increase in the internal energy SP is proportional to the inhomogeneities of external forces (see (3)). This rate decreases with decries of the motion energy of SP.

2.3. The Symmetry Dualism
The model of NS is close to reality. Indeed, in nature there are no elementary particles. The MP in reality is also
a system. The hierarchy of forces ranked according to the molecular, atomics, nuclear forces. The difference
between these forces determines the hierarchy of matter: molecules, atoms, nuclei, nucleons, etc. The more
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interaction energy systems at the appropriate level of the hierarchy, the deeper the hierarchy of forces takes part
in a change of the internal energy and the deeper the corresponding restructuring of the system. In any case, at
sufficiently high energies the interaction of systems the dynamics of the system at any level will determined by
the principle of dualism energy. In accordance with this principle, a quadratic differential form Riemannian line
element ds 2 , in contrast to the corresponding forms, determined by the total amount of energy of all MT [1],
splits into two parts:

(

)

2
ds 2 =2TN dt 2 =dstr2 + dsins
= 2T tr + 2T ins dt 2 .

(7)

2
where dstr2 is corresponds to the motion energy of SP, dsins
is corresponds to the internal energy of SP, T tr
is corresponds to the kinetic parts of the motion energy of SP, T ins is corresponds to the kinetic parts of the internal energy of SP.

2.4. Irreversibility and Paradoxes, Which Connected with Irreversibility
Criticism of the mechanism of the NS equilibration, proposed by Boltzmann in the frame of Hamilton formalism,
mainly relies on the well-known paradoxes Zermelo and Loschmidt [2]. Consider how within the SP mechanics
these paradoxes can explain.
The essence a Zermelo paradox is as follows. According to the Poincare theorem about reversibility of the
Hamiltonian systems, due to the conservation of the phase volume, the NS must eventually pass arbitrarily close
near to the beginning point of the phase space [2]. This means that the entropy of the systems, during its motion
on the closed loop, can both increase and decrease. It is contradicts to the Boltzmann’s H-theorem.
Recall that the proof of the Poincare obtained under the assumption that the nonequilibrium system is Hamiltonian. However, for Hamiltonian systems the condition of holonomicity constraints and potentiality of all
forces that determine the evolution of the system must have a place. As has been shown here, a non-equilibrium
system is not a Hamiltonian system. This means that Poincare theorem for NS not acceptable. The internal
energy of the SP in NS increases by the nonlinear manner due to the energy of its relative motion. The transformation of the motion energy into the internal energy leads to disappearance of the relative motion of SP. It is
equilibration of NS [10]-[12]. Thus the integral of the SP motion work when it moves through a closed loop, is
not equal to zero.
Loschmidt paradox follows from the requirement of reversibility of motion equations of Hamiltonian systems.
This means that the system can move from the state of first to the state of second and vice versa. From the reversibility of the systems’ motion equations must follow that if the system moves from first state to a second
state, the entropy increases, but when it moves from second state to the first state, the entropy must decrease.
However, this contradicts to the Boltzmann’s H-theorem. However, in generally, the requirement of reversibility,
as already mentioned, for SP not performed. It is enough take into account, that all bodies in the nature have a
structure. I.e., to describe the dynamics of natural bodies should use the SP motion equation and not the MP motion equation. However, the SP motion obeys to the Equation (4). This equation is not symmetrical with respect
to time.
Thus, in the framework of the mechanics of SP, both paradoxes resolved. Consequently, the replacement of
the MP on SP is not at all trivial. This substitution allows taking into account the dualism of the body’s symmetry. In accordance with the dualism of the symmetry, two types of energy determine the body’s dynamics. The
presence of these types of energy leads to a violation of time symmetry in non-homogeneous space due to the
conversion of the motion energy into the internal energy.
The need for using systems as body’s elements confirmed by Klymontovich [15]. His main conclusion is a
need to considering the structure of a continuous medium at all levels of description. However, he obtained this
conclusion in the frame of the statistical physics.
In accordance with the SP motion equation the equilibration of the NS caused by transformation of the SP
energy of relative motion into their internal energy. The internal energy of SP is the energy of chaotic motion. In
constraints with the law of momentum conservation, the internal energy cannot go back into the SP motion
energy. i.e., the SP motion energy cannot changed due to the SP internal energy.
The offered explanation of the mechanism of equilibration appropriately called deterministic, because unlike
conventional mechanism it does not need the hypothesis of the existence of fluctuations in the system. It is alternative explanation of irreversibility. Indeed, the existence of fluctuations in Lyapunov exponents unstable of
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Hamiltonian systems may also cause irreversibility processes.

3. Conclusions
The ability to describe dissipative processes, responsible for the emergence and evolution of systems is excluded
from the classical mechanics in the results of using the models MP and structureless bodies, as well as due to the
hypothesis about potentiality of the collective forces. At that stage of development of science, such simplifications were necessary. Without these simplifications it is almost impossible to discover the nature of the laws of
motion of bodies. Indeed, Newton’s second law is strictly valid only for bodies with no internal structure.
Therefore, for returning the opportunity of the dissipative processes description into classical mechanics it is
necessary to be refused from these simplifications. It turns out that it can be done by replacing the MT on SP.
Taking into account the structure of bodies and the possibility of change of the internal energy during bodies interactions, the dissipative processes can be included in the description of dynamic processes. Moreover this allows being included into the mechanic the entropy concept. As a result, the entropy and the second law of thermodynamics are finds explanation in the frame of the classical mechanics.
The motion equation of SP follows from the law of conservation of its energy if the Newton motion equation
for MP has a place. A necessary condition for obtaining of SP motion equation is the fact that the energy of SP
is a sum of the motion energy of SP and its internal energy. This fact can be taken into account through the introduction of independent macro-variables that determine the motion of SP and micro-variables that determine
the motion of MP in relative to the CM. Since there are two independent types of energy; the two types of forces
exist also: the potential forces moving the SP and non-potential forces that change the SP internal energy. As it
became clear in the process of obtaining of the motion equations of SP, the dualism of energy and strength is a
consequence of the dualism of internal symmetries and symmetry of space for structural bodies. The dualism of
symmetry, and that the matter consists of from the systems that obey the universal laws of dynamics are cause of
the infinite divisibility of matter and its fractal [14] (see Figure 2).
Thus, in order to describe evolution in mechanics, one has to assume that every system in nature has a structure. The dynamics of a system is determined by the concept of dualism of symmetry. This statement is fundamental to the development of physics. Because in nature there are only systems rather than elements, then it follows that the dissipation and thus a violation of the symmetry of time, is an inherent property of matter. This
means that many of the problems in mechanics, particle physics and quantum mechanics, should study in terms
of interacting systems rather than elements. Indeed, the most important question for physics is, basing on the
knowing of the laws of the elements dynamics, how to determine the laws of dynamics of systems. It is well
known that the whole is not a simple combination of parts. By the way, Boltzmann, perhaps, was the first who
drew serious attention on this issue in classical mechanics, when he made attempt explaining to the irreversibility of the processes in gases. No doubt, that to the solving of the problem of N bodies also needs an approach
from the system’s position.
Elementary particle physics faced with a problem of symmetry breaking. It is evident that for sufficiently
strong interactions the energy of interaction will inevitably lost on structural rearrangement of the particles. If

Figure 2. Dualism of the systems evolution.
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we do not take into account that the particles have a structure then we obtain the uncertainty in the law of the
conservation of the phase space and the difficulty in the explaining of the time break-symmetry.
It is not difficult to see that under the laws of classical mechanics, there is no limit on the increase in the internal energy SP. According to the laws of classical mechanics, the internal energy can grow to infinity because
of transformation of the energy of system motion. However, from the bodies’ radiation law it is followed that
the stable state can exist when the balance of absorption and emission energy will appear. But as and when such
a condition occurs it is not clear. Hence, the importance for the cosmophysics question is: what is the internal
energy for the universe, how this energy changes; as electromagnetic energy converted into mass and vice versa,
what the nature of fundamental interactions and why the universe is fractal. Obviously, that for solution of these
problems it is necessary to consider the objects of the universe as dynamical systems.
In general, the mechanics of SP can be regarded as a “bridge” that links Newtonian mechanics with thermodynamics, statistical physics and kinetics. Mechanics of SP opens the way to study the laws of building dynamic
systems basing on the properties of the elements and the laws of their dynamics. In addition, this, in turn, is a
prerequisite to the creation of the basic physics of evolution, which is necessary for construction of the modern
picture of the world.
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